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Abstract. According to historical data, pandemics have attacked humans for thousands of years, with hundreds of
millions of deaths since its appearance, previous pandemics were of natural origin and from the second half of the 20th
century AD. Highly advanced countries blame each other that this or that pandemic is not natural; they have caused it for
a particular objective, in addition to economic objective. Some individuals think that economy is more important than
human lives.
For whatever reason, if a country supports people and companies with billions of euros; Very laudable aspect, money
will solve the problem only in short term, but if problem continues, money will not solve anything, because economic
system is unsustainable.
This war of purely economic interests has been a factor for pandemics such as current covid-19, which has already
caused an economic war for supremacy of vaccine and cure of this disease; Other pandemics are, famine pandemic,
capitalism, abortion, psychiatry and mental illness, whose attention through centuries has been null or farce.
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GLOBALIZATION HAS ARRIVED
Long-awaited dream of some human beings to globalize planet for their economic benefit seems to have arrived;
only, apparently, not in expected way; although if this pandemic was caused, according to some opinions, economic
success could be assured for those who did.
"Sri
Lankan
Cardinal's
Theory
of
Coronavirus:
It
is
a
Man-Made
Disease".
[https://www.vidanuevadigital.com/2020/03/17/la-teoria-del-cardenal-de-sri-lanka -before-the-coronavirus-is-a-mancaused-disease /].
"Amir Khan: coronavirus was caused by 5G network". [Amir Khan, https://www.tudn.com/boxeo/amir-khancoronavirus-was-provoked-by-the-red-5g].
Did we want globalization? CONGRATULATIONS, WE HAVE DONE IT!
Finally, success of our effort as humanity for globalization has come to us on our own merits.
Concentrated and manipulated economy makes many people live day by day and the same happens to some for
wasting their wages, while very few live-in opulence.
e.g. "My grandparents lived monetarily day by day, but economically sustainable, they were "poor", he was a farmer,
"ignorant" but with knowledge of cause of his work, his diet did not depend on anyone, he had provision to feed all year
in some foods , which were sufficient to withstand any isolation. Although at that time (first half of the 20th century AD.)
Socio-political-economic situation in Mexico was convulsive, but not concentrated”. [Leonel Chacon Anchondo].
Currently, in formative education, the boy and the girl are not educated, they are trained for consumerism, they are
not educated for peaceful and cooperative coexistence, they are trained to distrust "others", that is, everybody, originating
individualism and loneliness, because no one is "trustworthy of anyone".
It would be advisable for today's empires, both economically and militarily, to take out their nuclear weapons to
attack the virus. WITH THIS, IT MUST BE CLEAR THAT ITS ECONOMIC AND ARMAMENT POWER, IN THE
END IS NULL.
Definition of Anthropoecology says:
Anthropoecology.- It is dynamic balance in animal, intellectual, social, cultural, spiritual, moral, ethical,
economic and political aspects of human being in conjunction with the environment in which it lives.
Globalization implies concentration and concentration of economy, leads to concentration of people, production,
agriculture, marketing, power, wealth, etc.
If those who accumulate wealth did it moderately without harming others, they could have the same standard of
living, because excesses only serve to make people mentally ill. Those who dream of being wealthy act equally or worse
in conceit and arrogance.
To what extent is the focus on family present in government policies?
To what extent do governments support peasant so that he remains in countryside and does not move to cities?
Provoking concentration and breaking sustainability.
'Grandparents should sacrifice themselves for USA: Lt. Governor of Texas.
"This Monday, Texas Republican Lt. Governor Dan Patrick said older people (like him) should be willing to sacrifice
for the future United States". [International Writing, March 24, 2020, https://www.eltiempo.com/mundo/eeuu-ycanada/dan-patrick-dice-que-adultos-mayores-deberian-sacrificarse-por-estados-unidos-476492]

Christine Lagarde, for whom "people live longer than expected".
wreaks havoc on the world stock markets. It should be remembered that in 2017, as director of International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Lagarde warned us of the risk that “people live longer than expected”. That foreboding phrase
was recovered, we do not know whether to the letter, by leaders of the Spanish left such as Juan Carlos Monedero, who
angrily replied that if it is true, as she says, that elderly live too long and are a danger to economy, "then give us an
example and die if you consider that this is solution". [José Antequera, April 8, 2020, https://diario16.com/lagarde-paraquien-la-gente-vive-mas-de-lo-esperado-siembra-el-caos-en-las-bolsas-mundial /].
Taro Aso asks the elderly "to die soon."
to support social security reform. Japanese Haraquiri Minister.
He is 72 years old, but Taro Aso, Japan's deputy prime minister and finance minister, did not shake his voice when
he asked millions of elderly compatriots to do the haraquiri to balance accounts of most deficit developed country.
[Georgina Higueras, Madrid 26 JAN 2013, https: //elpais.com/internacional/ 2013/01/26 / actuality
/1359215970_213614.html].
REMARKS:
It is evident that some think that life is to produce and produce, in industrialized societies in their instructive
education, they dedicate themselves to producing human beings to produce, making life one more instrument for
production, production of garbage, plastic and junk food, that only enrich the greediest. In addition, the fact that old people
who no longer produce and it seems that it is desirable that they disappear. By not taking care of life; Obviously, it makes
us sick both physically and mentally, with the consequence of diseases and pandemics.
Today (2020 AD.) We are suffering from COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, which in a few weeks spread throughout
the world, it will not be the last and hopefully it is not. Normally, big problems are politically given the most simplistic
answers, simplistic answers that this problem, did not allow; however, once pandemic passes, war of accusations will
continue, mainly between greedy country leaders, falling into simplistic accusations, without reaching any acceptable
solution.
PANDEMICS WE ARE CURRENTLY SUFFERING
1.- CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
It is estimated that it kills between 3% and 6% of coronavirus patients during the pandemic; that is, far fewer people
than other diseases or pandemics; This does not imply that the global amount does not exceed the previous pandemics, of
course it is desirable that this is not the case, April 10, 2020 AD.
"It is not a laboratory creation": how scientists demonstrated the natural origin of the virus that causes COVID19.
Genetic map: At the start of pandemic, it was all confusion: it was not well understood what was causing fatal
pneumonia in patients in China.
Then the picture was cleared: it was established that it was a new virus, SARS-CoV-2. But where had it come from?
As pointed out by research team, led by Californian infectologist Kristian Andersen and with experts from different
countries, their objective was from the beginning to dismantle part of theories that indicated a premeditation in creation
of the pandemic. In other words, that man was involved in it.
"If it were a laboratory construction, a virus previously known as a template would have had to be used. The closest
virus to SARS-CoV-2 is a bat virus that was sequenced after pandemic started", Garry noted.
"Furthermore, that bat virus is only 96% similar to SARS-CoV-2. It is not possible to complete that genetic distance
(4%) in a laboratory", added the scientist.
"Nature found a better way than any human could have designed to create this new virus", "Source: Robert F. Garry,
MD, Source description: Tulane University.
"We are now aware that there is a new possible way to generate coronaviruses that can affect humans: combination
of two coronaviruses in nature", said Garry.
"We already know that classic SARS-CoV and MERS - another virus that causes respiratory conditions - jump from
animals to humans without change. We now also know that animal coronaviruses can recombine to make new
coronaviruses that pose pandemic threats, as we are seeing it", he explained.
This finding by Andersen's team was validated by other scientists who were not part of the research.
"The report talks about a reverse genetic system, which is basically how you can look at the virus and then modify
it", Josie Golding, head of epidemiology at Wellcome Trust organization, told to British newspaper The Telegraph.
"But because of the way this virus has evolved, none of known reverse genetic systems apply. This puts an end to any
speculation about deliberate genetic engineering", he added.
Conclusions allowed researchers to add further clues to the theory that the virus was transmitted from animals to
men.
"We can suggest, from what we have found in our analyzes, two scenarios about the origin of the virus: first, that
there could be a process of natural selection in an animal host before zoonotic transfer (that is, from animals to humans
)", notes the text published in Nature Medicine.

"And the second, that natural selection could have occurred in humans after zoonotic transfer, where a natural
selection process could also have occurred during the passage, which could have given rise to SARS-CoV-2", concludes
the report. [Alejandro Millán Valencia - BBC Mundo, BBC News Mundo April 6, 2020. [https://esus.noticias.yahoo.com/coronavirus-creaci%c3%b3n-laboratorio-grupo-cient%c3%adficos- 095429741.html].
REMARKS:
Anthropoecology tells us: It is the dynamic balance in the animal, etc., aspects of human being in conjunction with
environment in which it lives.
Animal balance has been broken first and therefore others as well, possibly due to current artificial feeding of human
being, which has weakened physiological defenses, leaving door open to infections.
What else will follow if our poorly nourished and "meticulously cared" bodies in cities are physically and mentally
weak?
Coronavirus-pandemic, covid-19 is 4 months old (April 2020 AD) and we are scared because we can lose our lives,
the greedy because they are going to "stay poor". How many centuries or thousands of years have other pandemics
and when will they be on the discussion table?
Where is the greatness of human being, if a tiny virus has diminished it?
We need to establish new paradigms; the current ones are wrong.
For nature, human beings are as worthy of existence as viruses!
2.- “PANDEMIC” OF FAMINE
"It causes more deaths than coronavirus. President of Brazil says that hunger causes more deaths than coronavirus".
[Reuters31 March 2020, https://es-us.noticias.yahoo.com/president-brasil-hambre-causa-muertos-40906016 .html].
Capitalism has dominated almost the entire planet for 23 years, but there are still 800 million people who are
undernourished and of course none of them are from a communist country. Wow! It is going to be that capitalists are not
so good, and even less if there is food to feed everyone.
30,000 people die every day from hunger, undernourishment slowly decreases, but before there was more ... we will
take as reference 30,000 deaths per day for the following calculation: 30,000 * 365 * 23 = 251,850,000 deaths from
hunger that we could attribute to capitalist system, in 23 years.
8000 people die from curable diseases every day, and of course pharmaceutical companies don't want to lower prices.
It should be borne in mind that before there were not so many medications, but there is no data on whether or not this
figure was previously higher, anyway, we will take this figure as a reference to make the following calculation. 8000 *
365 * 23 = 67,160,000 deaths from curable diseases that we could attribute to capitalism.
If we add the 2 previous figures, result gives us 319,010,000 deaths from capitalism in last 23 years and only from
hunger and disease, imagine the figure if we add wars, drug trafficking, pollution and an infinity of other things.
Then they go on preaching that they are democracy and that theirs (capitalism) is insuperably better, we see that 320
million demonstrate that this is not the case, a true example of democracy. And I ask the reader. WOULD YOU REALLY
BELIEVE SOMEONE WHO SUPPORTS OR PARTICIPATES IN THE GREATEST GENOCIDE OF HUMANITY,
ALMOST 320 MILLION DEAD WHEN THEY SAY THAT DICTATORSHIP WAS IN THE SOVIET UNION? ME SINCE
THEN NO. [By SKAS, April 29, 2016, https://kaosenlared.net/el-mayor-genocidio-de-la-humanidad-el-capitalismo-conal-menos-320-millones-muertes-entre-1992-y-2015 /].
REMARKS:
If a problem does not affect an empire, it does nothing or they only make up aid as philanthropy, historically it has
been.
Agriculture has become the world business of food, concentrated and massive production in poor countries with
misery wages.
It is desirable that after covid-19 pandemic, famine is not the next epidemic in poor countries, since it is evident that
capitalist economic system is not sustainable and history shows us that greedy and arrogant are not interested in human
life.
Will the opportunity be taken to print more money and make loans to poor countries to buy food from rich countries?
3.- “PANDEMIC” OF CAPITALISM
In addition to the deaths from hunger, the deaths due to capitalism are immediately observed, according to some
observers, some amounts of the HUNGER PANDEMIC may be overlapping in the amounts of capitalism.
Total deaths in the world, generated by capitalism and its predecessor feudalism, since the 15th century, from
2,827,044,878 to 2,937,183,229.
REMARK:
From report on https://kaosenlared.net, an estimated 404 million deaths were recorded from 15th century to
beginning of 20th AD.
XX and XXI centuries, 1900 - 2017 = 117 years.
2,937,183,229 - 404,000,000 = 2,533,183,229 / 117 years = 21,651,138 per year.
21,651,138 / 365 = 59,318 MURDERS PER DAY.

In India, by intervention of British, approximately 54,000,000 Hindus have died from hunger alone from 1769 to
1943, not counting armed conflicts.
-Russian feudalism 1,066,000, post-Soviet Russian capitalism 3,100,000.
-Russian Civil War (1917-1922) - 9,739,000 to 12,039,000.
-US Revolutionary War (1775-1783) - 117,017 (But if Russia gets rid of a tyrant and despotic monarchy, is it wrong?).
- Civil war? Guatemalan (1960-1996) - 200,000 (46 years). Within the framework of Cold War between capitalist
bloc of United States and communist bloc of Soviet Union.
-Japanese empire, mainly in the last two thirds of 20th century. Total deaths: 53,717,104. Among them, Japanese
democides (“legal” definition of genocide) - 5,964,000.
British Empire, French, Spanish, Japanese, Portuguese and American Imperialism have been the ones that have
killed most throughout history, pretending to always have a justification for doing so, (unilateral).
[https://medium.com/@L5 Internacional/por-qu%C3%A9-el-capitalismo-es-el-genocida-m%C3%A1s-respetado -delmundo-945a0dd9f9fc].
Greatest genocide of humanity: capitalism with at least 320 million deaths between 1992 and 2015. You see a lot on
internet (in debates on social networks, on YouTube videos, etc.) to people talking about how bad Communism and all
deaths they have caused, in response many communists say that capitalism has caused many more, but few people know
of millions of deaths that application of capitalism has left.
There are pages that estimate that since 1800 capitalism would have killed close to 1.6 billion, but this is somewhat
vague data. That is why today I write this, to make a small downward estimate of all dead that could be attributed to
application of this system. [Apr 29, 2016, https://kaosenlared.net/el-mayor-genocidio-de-la-humanidad-el-capitalismocon-al-menos-320-millones-muertes-entre-1992-y-2015/].
War and violence, 3% of deaths are caused by another human being, greater than any other cause.
[Youtube.com/whatch?v=x5sclu7gkpA].
REMARKS:
Depending on the source, number of deaths changes, but billions are talked about.
Greedy capitalists use double standards to blame the weak for the problem that they cause or that they have; Or they
invent any pretext to invade another country or assassinate an external leader or of themselves that hinders them.
E.g. Capitalists accuse weak countries of drug trafficking, but "ignore" their drug addicts. Pretext used to meddle
with weak country. This being a perverse attitude.
"If you buy excrement, excrement will be sold to you."
Tax havens, product of capitalism and corruption.
4.- “PANDEMIC” OF ABORTION
Worldwide there were approximately 25 million dangerous abortions every year from 2010 to 2014 (AD.),
25,000,000 / 365 = 68,493 ABORTIONS PER DAY, FOR 4 YEARS. [September 28, 2017, News relay, Geneva, https: //
www. who.int/es/news-room/detail/28-09-2017-worldwide-an-estimated-25-million-unsafe-abortions-occur-each-year].
More than 42 million abortions were performed worldwide in 2019. 42,000,000 / 365 = 115,068 ABORTIONS PER
DAY. [03 January 2020, https://www.evangelico
digital. Com / mundo / 11184 / mas-de-42-million-of-abortions-were-performed-in-the-world-in-2019].
Femicide, a persistent and global plague. Thousands of women die every year in the world for the simple fact of
being women. In 2017, the victims reached 90,000. It is a plague that affects rich and poor countries without distinction,
those that are at war or at peace. [https://www.chicagotribune.com/hoy/ct-hoy-feminicidio-plaga-mundial-persistente20191119-oaaswcwjzfbohf2llvza4dinle-story.html].
REMARKS:
Millions of abortions, as well as femicides for lack of a positive and disciplined formative education for all
human beings.
Are women fighting in the right trench?
In all media, social networks and all shows, half-naked women with sensual expressions are shown, but not men.
Why does this happen?
Where are the feminists, who defend feminicides so much?
In 2019 AD. 21,000,000 feminicides were committed worldwide, just for abortion.
In 2017 AD. Feminicides reached 90,000. It is a plague that affects rich and poor countries without distinction. Is
not abortion a plague?
5.- “PANDEMIC” OF PSYCHIATRY
Psychiatry an industry of death.
• Governments, insurance companies, and individuals pay billions of dollars each year to psychiatrists for remedies
that psychiatrists themselves admit exist. Psychiatric "therapies" have caused millions of deaths. The sale of psychiatric
drugs in the world amounts to more than 76 billion dollars a year.
• Psychiatrists have taken advantage of human misery.

• By redefining man as a soulless animal, psychologists and psychiatrists thought that man could be manipulated as
easily as a dog that can be trained to drool when it hears a bell.
• The theory of eugenics of psychologists and psychiatrists: that certain people who are inferior should be
exterminated.
• From apartheid in South Africa to the Ku Klux Klan and the denial of human dignity to millions of people.
• Psychiatry conspired with those in power in communist Russia to strip dissidents of political rights and define their
"quest for justice" as a mental disorder to justify their imprisonment.
• Psychiatric drugs are not designed to cure. These drugs kill
• Physical and chemical restraint in mental hospitals by psychiatrists is a very lucrative procedure. They are allowed
to do as they please.
• Working in a "profession" made up of individuals who commit rape, extortion, and fraud, many psychiatrists have
received prison terms and civil fines.
• Seventeen million children have been prescribed mind-altering psychiatric drugs, including infants under the age
of one.
• With psychiatry dominating this field, we have had a century of unspeakable suffering and violence. Psychiatrists
act above the law: they lock people up without any judicial process, deprive them of their human rights while forcing them
to receive unwanted treatment.
• The Citizens Commission for Human Rights has exposed violations of psychiatry, has fought against them and has
won for more than 36 years.
[WARI 06/12/2010, Martin Whithley, US MP. https://www.elciudadano.com /justicia/psiquiatria-una-industria-dela-muerte].
Psychiatry an industry of death.
A rough estimate, each treatment multiplied by millions of people, leaves a large accumulated annual of 2 Billion
dollars in earnings, paid by insurers, government entities and independent people, and not a single patient cured.
Mental institutions are beginning to be built around the world. Where through physical and psychological abuse
experiments are carried out. This is where you begin to "deduce" that insanity comes from a biological disease. Since its
inception, no treatment has been successful. Number of healed people: 0.
In the past three decades, medicines have been prescribed for nearly 543 million people.
BEGINNINGS: The 1st. Psychiatric institution was built in England under the name of Bethlehem, William Batle
later became the richest man in England thanks to his lucrative hospitals.
Testimonies of patients, doctors, scientists and writers who affirm that psychiatry is a fallacy, a complete fraud.
Currently according to reports from the Psychiatric Association there are around 1 billion people in the world are
diagnosed with some type of mental illness. [Aura María Chávez González, April 24, 2013,
https://prezi.com/lifkwmfzghw8/la-psiquiatria -una-industria-de-la-muerte/].
REMARKS:
It says: "psychiatrists have taken advantage of human misery," misery caused, by humans, although it not by them.
Psychology, psychiatry, is trying to make the individual maintain an emotional balance within the chaos that
surrounds him "cooling him down"; perhaps bringing as a consequence indifference, making it selfish and increasing
individualism, so that it continues supporting and leading its same lifestyle. Lifestyle that will not be able to change if the
causes are not eliminated and the main cause from the point of view of Anthropoecology is greed.
6.- “PANDEMIC” OF MENTAL ILLNESSES:
Mental illnesses from the point of view of Anthropoecology, caused by greed, arrogance, which in turn cause
undesirable behaviors such as selfishness, narcissism, individualism, envy, arrogance, debauchery, violence, wars and
other consequences such as famine, abortion, etc.
Greed for power and money at all socio-economic levels; aspects, that instead of being seen as negative, they are
seen as positive, because the greedy man, the more money he earns, is seen as attribute of intelligence.
Carl Gustav Jung talks about the concept of the shadow. Part of the personality of which we are aware in which the
instincts and desires that we want to see are concentrated, such as aggression and that we usually project on other people,
saying that they are the wicked others, thus demonizing not only people, but groups social and entire countries, against
which it seems legitimate to prosecute our aggression; From Jung's perspective, the healthiest thing is not to deny or
suppress the shadow; If not, accept it, come to terms with it and channel its energies by integrating it into our conscious
personality.
Elizabeth Cashdan says: Both aggression and reconciliation are part of human nature. Golden Rule: Treat others
the way you want them to treat you. [https://youtube.be/v0uaGnCJTu4].
Scientific community agrees that human being is violent by nature, 50% of personality is genetic and 50% is by the
means in which the human being grows. [Youtube, com / watch? V = ezj7awyjjKa].
REMARKS:
It seems very clear, we know that we are attacking others; However, we continue to do so, because we have become
mentally ill with greed, arrogance, etc.

From Anthropoecology’s point of view, this scientific conclusion is not entirely fair; It is true, the environment in
which we live teaches us evil, making us mentally ill. But you are not violent by nature, it could be the instinct of selfpreservation that makes us appear violent, like wolves, when they eat, they seem violent, but they only do it until satiated,
leaving the rest of the food free.
Like wolf and tiger, are violent by genetics and nature and rarely kills another of its own kind. Could it be that wolf
and tiger do not become mentally ill from the environment in which they grow up?
Evil dwells within human being solely and exclusively. [Reverend Roy Ratcliff].
Evil is a creation of human mind, of morality, so for an individual to understand it, he has to distinguish between
good and evil. [Joshua Greene Harvard University, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezJ7awYjjKA].
REMARKS:
Both assertions agree with the sense of Anthropoecology, for reasoning human being, for conscience distinguishes
between good and evil, for that reason; invariably, ALL criminals hide when they commit a crime.
Financial crisis is imminent; The question is, how will economy reactivate, both for people and countries? The
answer is simple, the IMF, the World Bank, the United States and other global lenders will provide money through loans
to different countries, which in turn will use it on a discretionary basis to alleviate the crisis. Then another question arises:
Who supports that money to lend, that is, where will it come from? Of the things they have like gold, land, buildings,
furniture, factories or some other material good? that is, whoever lends money is because they have a backup for it
(physical money to lend). We mere mortals create wealth through our work, how ironic it will be that this crisis, which
will do so much damage to the world, will be solved by the lenders of many centuries ago, simply "Printing more money"
and winning as always with this crisis. How easy will they solve the problem. Is money (dollar) then the God that cures
everything or is it a fallacy about to fall? Could this be the end of the economic system as we know it?
You who think, it is worth commenting. It is a way to entertain yourself in these days of isolation.
How sad it is to see that at the moment when Mexico needs more union, there are miserable people who are eagerly
waiting for the rebound of COVID-19, all that to regain the political control that they lost due to corruption, thieves,
rascals, murderers, drug traffic, rascals, nepotists and other possible adjectives to describe them, and for this reason they
flood the networks with false news, slander, half-truths and proposing miraculous solutions that in their time only benefited
them.. Let's unite for the good of all! [Edmundo Lujan Garza, March 29, 2020, https://www.facebook.com
/Mundo.Lujan.Garza?fref=search&__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-&eid=ARA47OxON3
c71STuB9jNc8cJ7jbb772NuuO6GT9NjJBiofsaxdt-El6
REMARK:
How many countries have problems similar to Mexico, with its politicians and some businessmen?
NOW COMES THE ECONOMIC WAR
TO SEE WHO GETS THE WHOLE BUSINESS
In the investigations, even before the pandemic subsides, scoop on economic patents in obtaining coronavirus cure
and vaccine, covid-19, is already being disputed.
Is it also talking about the causes of other pandemics, or does it only matter economic aspect?
Marketing promises and deceives people; that, in the end if it does not comply, “nothing happens”, showing once
again the greed of human being and without a doubt at the end of this pandemic (good desirable end) there will be no
positive lesson learned and we will continue to be as mentally ill as before this pandemic.
“Some governors of the United States of America are concerned about the economy”. [Telemundo News April 2,
2020AD.].
And they are right, the economy is important; However, since the economy is concentrated, it is obviously not
sustainable. Consequently, if the pandemic continues, the problem will be greater.
From hundreds or thousands of headings showing the search for covid-19 vaccine, only a few are shown.
About 11,200,000 results (0.47 seconds), Web Results
1.- The United States and China accelerate the scientific war for the ...
www.elindependiente.com ›healthy-life› 2020/03/17 ›united-states ..., Mar 18. 2020 - The scientific war between the
United States and China is advancing, with the ... The coronavirus vaccine that has already quarantined half the world is
one ... in which it announced the economic plan of the Spanish government against ...
2.- Coronavirus: The pandemic opens a new battlefield ...
elpais.com ›International, Mar 22 2020 - On video, statements by Donald Trump, President of the United States, this
Saturday. ... to see who gets a vaccine before; expulsion of journalists. ... the virus under control, who rebuilds before
the economy, the war of ...
3.- Coronavirus: The pandemic opens a new battlefield ...
elpais.com ›International, Mar 22 2020 - On video, statements by Donald Trump, President of the United States, this
Saturday. ... to see who gets a vaccine before; expulsion of journalists. ... the virus under control, who rebuilds before the
economy, the war of ...
4.- Coronavirus: Germany and the USA at war for the vaccine ...

www.youtube.com ›watch, Mar 17 2020 - German government accuses President Trump of allegedly offering money
to a German company for the exclusivity of the vaccine ...
5.- Coronavirus: Fauci, "chief explainer" and counterweight to ...
www.bbc.com ›world› news-52073973, Mar 28 2020 - Coronavirus: Fauci, "chief explainer" and Trump's
counterweight in the ... a vaccine for the new coronavirus, that a drug for the ... UU. for the politician who defends
risking the lives of the elderly to save the economy ... his country is on a "war footing" to fight the covid-19, ...
6.- How the coronavirus vaccine has become a ...
www.vozpopuli.com ›Health, Mar 19 2020, ECONOMY · SPAIN · OPINION · CULTURE · SCIENCE ... How the
coronavirus vaccine has become a new war between the US and China. The vaccine announced by China is real, yes, but
despite ... In their statement, they point out that the vaccine has been approved by their ...
7.- Donald Trump said that the development of the vaccine against ...
www.infobae.com ›america› usa ›2020/03/18› donald-trump-dij ..., Mar 18. 2020 - Regarding the economic situation,
he said that an unemployment rate ... reasons”
para levantar las tarifas impuestas a China en el arco de la guerra comercial. ... Cuándo podría estar lista la vacuna
contra el coronavirus.
[https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBF_esMX888MX888&ei=jTiNXs3kLYmUtQWF47HICQ&q=guerra
+economica+por+la+vacuna+para+el+coronavirus&oq=guerra+economica+por+la+vacuna+para+el+coronavirus
&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQDDoCCAA6BAgAEEM6BQgAEIMBOgQIABANSgoIFxIGMTItMTI1SgkIGBIFMTItMjRQgeI
QWOu8EWCn1hFoAXAAeACAAdoBiAGIGJIBBjAuMjQuMZgBAKABAaoBB2d3cy13aXo&sclient=psyab&ved=0ahUKEwiN38Ph5dfoAhUJSq0KHYVxD JkQ4dUDCAw].
REMARK:
It is desirable that this pandemic of covid-19, manages to make all of us aware of the problem of concentration of
people in the cities, that we have a lesson in life and about the unsustainable and wrong economic activities that greatly
distance us from nature; However, it seems that there will only be thousands of dead, blaming each other and a few
much richer.
ECONOMIC POPULATIONS:
1.- Economically Productive, Positive, Superfluous and Negative Populations: It is the group of individuals who
contribute directly to development of human being, through labor force, transforming raw materials into products.
Examples:
Positive Productive: farmers, factory workers, workers in general, housewives, public sector workers, technicians
in all kinds of workshops, etc.
Superfluous Productive: producers of sweetening beverages, army, beauty articles, workers in beauty salons,
creators of computer movies and video games, etc.
Negative Productive: producer and transportation workers of tobacco, drugs, liquors, and weapons, etc.
2.- Positive, Superfluous and Negative Economically Active Populations: It is the group of individuals, necessary,
who indirectly contribute to production of goods and services.
Examples:
Positive Active: administrative staff, vendors in general, public sector workers, the media, the police, students, etc.
Superfluous Active: politicians, army, professional athletes, shows, diverse artists, musicians, tourism, salons and
vendors of beauty articles, film critic, commentators of all kinds of events, video game testers, advertising, cinema,
television, etc.
Negative Active: administrative personnel and sellers of drugs, liquor, weapons, pornography, crime, etc.
Informal economy is within the productive and active economic populations. It is undoubtedly a reflection of
corruption and uncommitment of government system.
3.- Economically Non-Active or Productive Populations: They are those who do not have an officially paid job. It
seems that economists have forgotten some important activities in this workplace, dictating rules and laws on activities
that generate money and forgetting transcendental activities of life. Family mothers and housewives fall into this
category; However, their work more than important, is transcendental in the life of human being. As well as
students at all levels and trainees of a craft or craftmanship.
CONCLUSIONS
1. This pandemic is highlighting our lifestyle and showing negative and superfluous economic activities, which
become a problem, under these circumstances. casinos, sports, shows, organized and monopolized tourism, etc. If those
workplaces had not been activated, today would not be a problem.
2. For all productive activity entrepreneurs are required, it is desirable that the experience of this pandemic, cause the
change so that companies of negative and superfluous economic activities decrease.
3. Historically, we have done nothing to mentally heal, we have just become emboldened, ready for total conquest
and a "new world order" and when they believe they have achieved it, all will be lost.
4. We have unnecessarily sophisticated and complicated our lifestyle (2020 AD.) That working at home is unseemly,
unworthy; or at least, that the woman who does not aspire to work to earn money, "is out of fashion". We live with

expectations as high as they are unattainable, money being the main goal and, in some cases, obtaining it at any cost.
5. In some cases, women are the economic support of the home and men, take care of household chores, which is
acceptable; however, it will be interesting to see how many women in this situation support household chores when they
return from work.
6. In national censuses, the type of activity of each of its citizens can be easily observed and, from the point of view
of economic populations, record which are positive, which negative and which are superfluous, and within the positive,
which are indispensable. and which are necessary.
7. While some work to survive, others do it to save lives, others contribute ideas to have a more just world and others;
the greedy, work to take advantage of the opportunity offered by this pandemic and get richer.
8. Educational systems, both formative and instructive, go in the opposite direction to the concepts of
Anthropoecology.
9.. When a pandemic does not affect its earnings, there is no concern of the greedy, because in those cases they win,
at least momentarily. COVID-19, IS DEMONSTRATING WHAT CAN HAPPEN WITH GLOBALIZATION.
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